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Motoneuron Intrinsic Properties, but Not Their Receptive
Fields, Recover in Chronic Spinal Injury
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Proper movement execution relies on precise input processing by spinal motoneurons (MNs). Spinal MNs are activated by limb joint
rotations. Typically, their movement-related receptive fields (MRRFs) are sharply focused and joint-specific. After acute spinal transec-
tion MRRFs become wide, but their manifestation is not apparent, as intrinsic excitability, primarily resulting from the loss of persistent
inward currents (PICs), dramatically decreases. PICs undergo a remarkable recovery with time after injury. Here we investigate whether
MRRFs undergo a recovery that parallels that of the PIC. Using the chronic spinal cat in acute terminal decerebrate preparations, we found
that MRRFs remain expanded 1 month after spinal transaction, whereas PICs recovered to �80% of their preinjury amplitudes. These
recovered PICs substantially amplified the expanded inputs underlying the MRRFs. As a result, we show that single joint rotations lead to
the activation of muscles across the entire limb. These results provide a potential mechanism for the propagation of spasms throughout
the limb.

Introduction
Spinal injury not only disrupts the pathways that carry volitional
motor commands from the cortex but can also severely impact
descending neuromodulatory pathways from the brainstem
(Heckman et al., 2003; Hultborn et al., 2004). Axons releasing
serotonin and noradrenalin originate in the brainstem and dif-
fusely innervate all segments and laminae of the spinal cord
(Bjorklund, 1982). These neuromodulators act via G-protein-
coupled second messenger systems to facilitate persistent inward
currents (PICs) in the dendrites that interact with and amplify
ionotropic synaptic inputs (Heckman et al., 2003, 2008; Hult-
born et al., 2004). It has long been appreciated that neuron be-
havior is greatly impacted by neuromodulators. This impact is
particularly relevant in the spinal cord where extrinsic neuro-
modulatory inputs are known to greatly influence motoneuron
(MN) intrinsic properties and transform their input– output
processing through the activation of PICs (Bennett et al., 1998;
Hamm et al., 2010), alteration of resting potentials, and reducing
spike voltage thresholds (Rekling et al., 2000; Powers and Binder,
2001; Krawitz et al., 2001; Fedirchuk and Dai, 2004). Typically,
this leads to an increase in gain and lowering of threshold in MN

outputs. These increases in intrinsic excitability are essential for
normal motor behavior. In the absence of neuromodulation, spi-
nal MNs are not able to produce the firing frequencies necessary
for muscle activation to reach levels required to produce forces
that sustain locomotor behaviors and maximum contractions
(Binder et al., 2002; Heckman and Enoka, 2012).

Neuromodulation also has powerful effects on diverse popu-
lations of spinal interneurons, such as dorsal horn and interme-
diate zone interneurons (Jankowska et al., 2000; Maxwell et al.,
2000; Dougherty et al., 2005), and commissural interneurons in-
volved in coordinating left–right hindlimb activity (Hammar et
al., 2004, 2007; Wang et al., 2011; Abbinanti and Harris-Warrick,
2012; Abbinanti et al., 2012). Recently, we have shown that acute
spinal transection, which eliminates descending neuromodula-
tory input, severely disrupts the pattern of sensory inputs to spi-
nal MNs, presumably via affecting premotor interneuronal
circuits (Hyngstrom et al., 2008b). In the intact state, rotations of
a single joint generate strong synaptic currents only in MNs
innervating muscles at that joint. These movement-related
receptive fields (MRRFs) are greatly broadened immediately
after transection.

Previous studies using an in vitro preparation of the rodent
sacral cord have established that MN PICs tend to recover within
weeks after acute spinal transection (Bennett et al., 2001a; Mur-
ray et al., 2010). Unless MN receptive fields undergo a recovery to
their focused preinjury state, MRRFs will remain broad; thus, an
input to any part of the limb could evoke widespread excitation,
potentially generating whole-limb (WL) spasms. Therefore, our
first goal was to determine whether loss of this joint-specific so-
matotopy at the single-cell level after acute spinal injury persists
as the chronic state begins to develop at 1 month after spinal
transection. Our second goal was to determine the extent of PIC
recovery and amplification of synaptic inputs in these MNs in this
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same time period. Our final goal was to compare cellular and
system behaviors, to determine whether loss of descending neu-
romodulatory input affects the activation of other motor pools
throughout the limb.

Materials and Methods
Ethical approval. All procedures were approved by the Northwestern
University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. All animals
were obtained from a designated breeding establishment for scientific
research (Liberty Research). Animals were housed at Northwestern Uni-
versity Center for Comparative Medicine, which is an Association for
Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care-accredited an-
imal research program. The current dataset is compiled from 7 adult cats
of either sex weighing between 2.5 and 5.0 kg.

Survival surgery. All cats underwent a survival surgery where the spinal
cord was completely transected at low thoracic levels �1 month before
the terminal experiment. The spinalization was performed under aseptic
conditions in an operating room with sterilized equipment. Before sur-
gery, cats were sedated (tiletamine-zolazepam, 3 mg/kg, i.m.; glycopyr-
rolate, 0.01 mg/kg, s.c.). Induction was performed with propofol (2–3
mg/kg, i.v.) or ketamine/diazepam (4 –5 mg/kg, i.v.). Once anesthetized,
cats were quickly intubated with a flexible endotracheal tube, and anes-
thesia was maintained by adjusting isoflurane concentration as needed
(1.5–3%). The fur overlying the back was removed, and the skin was
aseptically prepped. A forelimb was shaved and an intravenous line was
placed in a cephalic vein. The level of anesthesia was confirmed through-
out the surgery by monitoring cardiac rate, respiratory rate, by applying
pressure to the paw to detect limb withdrawal, and jaw tone and adjusted
as needed. Body temperature was monitored using a rectal thermometer.
Monitoring of the physiologic parameters was done on a continuous
basis (i.e., cardiac and respiratory rates) and recorded every 15 min. Cats
received intravenous fluids (warmed lactated Ringer’s solution or saline
� 2.5% dextrose) at a rate of 5–10 ml/kg/h throughout the surgery for
cardiovascular support. Ophthalmic ointment was applied to the eyes.

A laminectomy was performed at T12-T13, and the spinal cord was
completely transected with surgical scissors. Hemostatic material (Sur-
gicel) was inserted at the transection site, and muscles and skin were
sutured and closed in anatomic layers. A transdermal fentanyl patch (25
�g/h) was taped to the back of the animal 2–3 cm from the base of the tail.
Before surgery and �7 h later, an analgesic (buprenorphine 0.01 mg/kg)
was administered subcutaneously and intramuscularly, respectively. The
antibiotic (Baytril, 5 mg/kg s.c.) was given once a day for 5 d after spinal-
ization to prevent urinary infection. The bladder was manually emptied 1
or 2 times each day up to the acute experiment. Padded flooring was
provided in the cats’ housing area to prevent pressure sores. The animals
were monitored daily by experienced personnel and veterinary staff. The
hindquarters of the cats were frequently cleaned by placing the lower half
of the body in a warm soapy bath. Cats were not trained but allowed to
freely explore their housing cage.

Terminal experiment. During the terminal experiments, cats were first
placed in a clear plastic induction chamber and anesthetized with 1.5–3%
isoflurane in a 1:3 mixture of O2 and NO2. After �15 min, cats were
transferred to a surgical table and anesthesia was continued via a face
mask. Once the animal was deeply anesthetized, a tracheostomy was
performed and cats were intubated to deliver the anesthesia. The right
common carotid artery and right jugular vein were cannulated to mon-
itor blood pressure and for fluid administration, respectively. The level of
anesthesia was confirmed by monitoring blood pressure, applying pres-
sure to the paw to detect limb withdrawal, and by verifying the size and
reactivity of the pupils and adjusted accordingly. Animals were then
transferred to a stereotaxic frame. Keyhole incisions were made for in-
serting cuff electrodes to minimize disruption to the hindlimb skin. Cuff
electrodes were applied to identified medial (MG) and lateral gastrocne-
mius (LG) nerves for antidromic stimulation of MNs. A dorsal vertebral
spinal laminectomy was performed from S1 to L3 to expose the spinal
cord for intracellular electrode insertion, and the cord was bathed in
mineral oil. After a craniotomy, the cortex and all tissue rostral to the
colliculi were removed (i.e., a precollicular decerebration). At this point,

animals are considered to have complete lack of sentience and anesthesia
was discontinued (Silverman et al., 2005). Paralysis was induced with
Flaxedil (gallamine triethiodide) to effect. In three experiments, to mea-
sure EMG activity, the animals were not paralyzed. The cat’s left hindpaw
was attached to a six degree of freedom robotic arm (Staubli AG Robot-
ics) and configured with the following joint angles: the interior angle of
the hip, as measured from the vertebral column to the femur, was 115°;
the interior angle of the knee, as measured from femur to the tibia, was
130°; and the ankle joint was at 90°. At the end of the experiment, the
animals were given a lethal injection of potassium chloride (2 mg/kg)
through the right jugular vein catheter, and a bilateral pneumothorax
was performed (if not already done in efforts to aid intracellular record-
ing stability).

EMG recordings. Bipolar wire electrodes were inserted into the soleus
(ankle extensor), semitendinosus (knee flexor/hip extensor), tibialis an-
terior (ankle flexor), and vastus lateralis (knee extensor) of the left
hindlimb for EMG. EMG signals were amplified (�1000) with a multi-
channel amplifier (AM Systems; model 3500), bandpass filtered (300 –
3000 Hz), and sampled at 10,000 Hz. For receptive field analysis, EMG
signals were rectified then smoothed (0.03 s time constant).

Intracellular recordings. Intracellular recordings of lumbar spinal MNs
were performed using sharp electrodes (3–5 ��s) filled with 2 M potas-
sium citrate. Single-electrode discontinuous voltage-clamp (switching
frequency 8 –10 kHz) was applied using an Axoclamp 2a amplifier. Data
with inadequate settling of electrode transients were rejected. To enhance
the low-frequency gain in the negative feedback loop, an external gain
circuit was used that allowed for gains of 100 –300 nA/mV (Lee and
Heckman, 2000).

Experimental protocols. For all voltage-clamp recordings, MG and LGS
MNs were identified by antidromic stimulation of peripheral nerves. For
experiments investigating the effects of PIC activation on MRRFs, the
onset of the PIC was determined by applying a slow voltage ramp (6 – 8
mV/s), as in our previous studies (Lee and Heckman, 1996, 1998; Hyng-
strom et al., 2008b). PIC onset voltage was identified at the point of zero
slope in the resulting current–voltage relationship. The cell was then
depolarized to PIC onset and the robotically imposed joint rotations
applied.

The cat’s hindlimb was attached to a 6 degrees of freedom robotic arm
and adjusted to the start position: hip, knee, and ankle joint angles were
�115°, 130°, and 90°, respectively (Fig. 1, see Materials and Methods,
terminal experiments). After an ankle extensor MN was successfully
voltage-clamped, the robot passively flexed and extended the ankle
(�15°), the knee (�15°), the hip (�10°), and then the whole limb (WL,
a movement comprised of a combination of the three individual joint
rotations simultaneously). In some cases, a small amount of hyperpolar-
izing current was injected to hold the cell below firing threshold during
the voltage-clamp recording while performing voltage ramps, as well has
during the robotic joint rotations to ensure that the cells were subthresh-
olded to PIC onset. For EMG experiments, the joint rotations were larger
(ankle/knee �25°, hip �20°). These movements are well within each
joint’s physiological excursion range, and rotation-induced muscle
length changes were determined using a realistic feline hindlimb model
(Burkholder and Nichols, 2004). Previous experiments using joint mark-
ers, high-speed digital video (Adimec, 1000, 1M pixel, 50 fps), and cus-
tom analysis software established that the robot could manipulate joints
separately with minimal influence (	2° of joint angle change) at other
joints (Hyngstrom et al., 2008b). The individual joint rotations and WL
movements were repeated two times at a speed of �1 Hz with a delay of
0.5 s between repeats of each joint movement and 1 s between move-
ments of different joints. The peaks and troughs (
PT) of the effective
synaptic current (IN) at the soma generated by the movement-related
synaptic input were recorded at resting membrane potential (zero cur-
rent potential in voltage-clamp mode) to determine receptive field extent
and at a depolarized potential corresponding to 5 mV subthreshold to
PIC onset to determine the presence of and magnitude of PIC-induced
amplification.

Measurements. We followed the standard voltage-clamp convention,
with inward (excitatory) currents defined by downward deflections from
baseline and outward by upward deflections. We measured the peak-to-
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trough amplitude of the current (
PT) gener-
ated by each joint rotation as well as its
inhibitory component (�
PT, baseline to
peak) and its excitatory component (�
PT,
baseline to trough). The baseline current level
was measured when no movements were im-
posed (note that our studies do not distinguish
inhibition from disfaciliation and disinhibi-
tion from excitation) (Johnson et al., 2012).
For the entirety of this paper, peak currents are
outward and designated �
PT, and trough
currents are inward and designated �
PT.
PIC amplitudes were measured as the peak am-
plitude of the inward deflection of the current,
measured during voltage ramps, in the leak
subtracted current voltage function. For EMG
measurements, response magnitudes were cal-
culated as area under the curve of each rectified
and smoothed response. Changes in EMG am-
plitude are expressed as the percentage change
from the baseline EMG measured during a 3 s
window before the onset of movement.

Statistical analysis. Data were processed and
analyzed with IgorPro (Wavemetrics) Signal
(Cambridge Electronic Design) and Microsoft
Excel software, Student’s t test was used to eval-
uate significant differences.

Results
MN receptive fields remain broad 1 month after spinal injury
We have previously shown that, in the intact mammalian spinal
cord, MNs have narrow and selective receptive fields (Hyngstrom et
al., 2008b). Ankle extensor MNs exhibit large depolarizing currents
in response to ankle extension and substantial hyperpolarizing cur-
rents with ankle flexion but have much smaller responses to rota-
tions at the knee and hip. After acute spinal transection, MN
receptive fields widened dramatically as latent polysynaptic
connections between stretch-sensitive afferents and MNs not nor-
mally active in the intact state became operative. A striking example
was that the acute spinal transection allowed hip rotations to consis-
tently evoke larger synaptic currents in ankle extensor MNs than
ankle rotations (Hyngstrom et al., 2008b).

Data from the present study show that these aberrantly wide
receptive fields persist in the chronically spinalized cat 1 month
after transection. MN receptive fields were assessed from the
change in peak-to-trough (
PT) current amplitudes for each ro-
botically controlled movement during terminal experiments 1
month after complete spinal transection. Each cell’s receptive field
was defined by its 
PT responses to ankle, knee, and hip rotations
and to the WL movement (Hyngstrom et al., 2008b). After penetrat-

ing an ankle MN and performing basic voltage-clamp protocols to
determine the presence of intrinsic electrical properties, the robot
then imposed ankle, knee, hip, and WL rotations (see Materials and
Methods). Effective synaptic currents were recorded at the soma
during voltage-clamp, and the 
PT for each pair of movements was
calculated. The cell in Figure 2 displays a wide receptive field and is a
typical example of the response pattern seen in the cells in this study,
showing an equally strong response to both hip and ankle rotations.
On average, the receptive fields were wide for the population of ankle
extensor MNs with equal and sometimes larger �
PT and �
PT
values for hip rotations than for ankle rotations (Fig. 3, red traces
indicate cells that had significantly larger ankle responses than hip
responses, blue traces indicate significantly larger knee than hip re-
sponses, typical of the pattern seen in the uninjured spinal cord;
Table 1). In the 14 cells in which responses to both hip and ankle
rotations were recorded, 
PT of somatic currents evoked by hip
rotations on average were not significantly different from 
PT cur-
rent amplitudes evoked by ankle rotations (average 
PT for ankle
rotations: 4.5 nA, average 
PT for hip rotations: 3.95 nA; 2 tailed
ttest: p � 0.26). This was the case for both the depolarized and hy-
perpolarized condition (Table 2). Complete sets of measurements

Figure 1. Illustration of the experimental set-up, robot, and hindlimb configuration. The 6 degrees of freedom robotic arm was attached to the cat’s hindlimb at the paw. The robot’s control
software allows it to precisely rotate the ankle, knee, and hip joints by defining the axis of rotation to correspond to each joint’s center. This way, a joint is rotated in isolation without inducing
movements at joints not intended to be moved.

Figure 2. Voltage-clamp recording of an ankle extensor MN during joint and WL movement protocols. Synaptic currents were
recorded during ankle, knee, and hip rotations as well as WL movements. Movement-related receptive fields were determined by
measuring IN peak to trough difference (
PT) for each joint rotation pair and averaged. It can be seen here, as was the case in most
cells, that currents evoked by hip rotations were as large as currents evoked by ankle rotations.
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comprising ankle, knee, hip, and WL movements, were obtained in
11 cells and their values comprise Tables 1 and 2, and Figure 3.

PICs amplify synaptic input at 1 month after spinal injury
It has been shown that plateau potential-inducing persistent in-
ward currents recover in MNs in the rat sacral cord within 1–5
months after spinal transection (Bennett et al., 2001b). These in
vitro studies, however, lack an intact cord comparison for PIC
amplitude. We thus measured the amplitudes of the PICs in our
sample of chronic spinal cells and compared them with our da-
tabase for the intact cord decerebrate preparation from our pre-
vious studies (Hyngstrom et al., 2007, 2008a; Johnson et al.,
2012). As in these previous studies, we applied a depolarizing
voltage ramp (40 mV/5 s) immediately before robotically im-
posed joint rotations to identify and measure PICs (see Materials

and Methods). All cells in this study exhibited clear PICs (mean
amplitude 12.1 � 7.1 nA), which peaked at a membrane potential
range between �37 to �33 mV. This represents a recovery of
84.3% of the PIC amplitudes seen in our previous studies of MN
intrinsic properties in cats with intact spinal cords in which the
hindlimb is kept in the same configuration (see Discussion).

In the intact cord, PICs strongly amplify the multimodal sen-
sory currents generated by joint rotations (Hyngstrom et al.,
2008b). This amplification, along with the coupling of excitation
and inhibition in a push–pull arrangement (Johnson et al., 2012),
increases the driving force for small IPSCs (Bui et al., 2008) and
serves as means of increasing neuron input gain. To determine
the degree of interaction between the recovered PICs in chronic
injury and movement-related synaptic input, cells were given a
depolarizing voltage step to bring the membrane potential to the
PIC onset voltage. The robotic arm then imposed the same ankle,
knee, hip, and WL rotations as for the hyperpolarized levels de-
scribed above. Figure 4 shows the 
PT modulation of IN in an
ankle extensor (LG) MN recorded in the hyperpolarized (bottom
trace) and depolarized (top trace) condition. Figure 4 illustrates
that the currents in this cell were larger for all joint rotations in
the depolarized condition where PICs are present. This result was
remarkably consistent. For all joint rotations in these cells, 
PTs
were significantly larger in the depolarized condition, where
movement-related synaptic inputs are amplified by the PIC, than
in the hyperpolarized condition (average percentage increase for

PT, depolarized vs hyperpolarized, ankle 41.9%, knee 39.2%,
hip 28.6%, whole leg 78.3%, paired t test, p � 0.001) (Table 2; Fig.
5). This is in contrast with the situation after acute spinal tran-
section where there is a profound loss of descending neuromodu-
lation and PICs and hence no synaptic amplification (Hyngstrom
et al., 2008b). Thus, the partially recovered PIC substantially am-
plifies all movement-induced synaptic currents, although much
less than the amplification seen in the intact state (ankle 86.5%,
knee 95%, hip 188%, and WL 148%) (Hyngstrom et al., 2008b),
perhaps reflecting a tendency for muscle stretch to evoke simul-
taneous excitation and inhibition in the chronic spinal state
(Frigon et al., 2011).

Disruptions at the single-cell level manifest at the system level
Our previous study showed that the focused receptive fields of
ankle extensor, as well as knee extensor MNs, became wide after

Figure 3. 
PT amplitudes for each ankle extensor MN in response to joint rotations and WL
movements. In the uninjured spinal cord, ankle extensor MNs show the biggest responses to
ankle rotations. Here, 1 month after spinal transection, in many cells hip rotation currents are as
large as or larger than those evoked by ankle rotation. Red traces indicate cells that had signif-
icantly larger ankle responses than hip responses; blue traces indicate significantly larger knee
than hip responses, typical of the pattern seen in the uninjured spinal cord.

Table 1. ��PT and ��PT currents measured in ankle extensor motoneurons at 1
month after spinal transection

Depolarized Hyperpolarized

Joint movement
�
PT
(n � 11)

�
PT
(n � 11)

�
PT
(n � 11)

�
PT
(n � 11)

Ankle extension/flexion
Mean � SD (nA) 1.3 � 0.7 3.5 � 1.5 1 � 0.6 2.8 � 1.5
Minimum (nA) 0.6 1.2 0.4 1
Maximum (nA) 2.9 6.8 2.5 6.4

Knee flexion/extension
Mean � SD (nA) 1.1 � 0.9 2.8 � 1.8 0.7 � 0.8 2 � 1.6
Minimum (nA) 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.9
Maximum (nA) 3.4 6.9 2.9 6.5

Hip extension/flexion
Mean � SD (nA) 0.9 � 0.4 2.8 � 1.4 0.5 � 0.4 2.2 � 1.6
Minimum (nA) 0.3 0.7 0.0 0.0
Maximum (nA) 1 4.8 1.4 4.8

WL1/WL2
Mean � SD (nA) 1.6 � 0.7 5.2 � 1.5 0.5 � 0.3 2.4 � 1.5
Minimum (nA) 0.9 3.3 0.0 0.0
Maximum (nA) 2.7 7.2 0.9 4.8

Table 2. �PT current values elicited by each joint rotation in the depolarized and
hyperpolarized conditions

Joint movement Depolarized: 
PT (n � 11) Hyperpolarized: 
PT (n � 11)

Ankle extension/flexion
Mean � SD (nA) 4.4 � 1.3* 3.1 � 1.0**
Minimum (nA) 1.6 1.4
Maximum (nA) 10.5 9.6

Knee flexion/extension
Mean � SD (nA) 3.9 � 2.6 2.8 � 2.5
Minimum (nA) 1.9 1.6
Maximum (nA) 5.5 4.5

Hip extension/flexion
Mean � SD (nA) 3.6 � 1.8* 2.8 � 1.7**
Minimum (nA) 0 0.8
Maximum (nA) 6.3 5.4

WL1/WL2
Mean � SD (nA) 6.6 � 1.6 3.7 � 1.5
Minimum (nA) 4.6 1.2
Maximum (nA) 9.9 5.7

*p � 0.26.

**p � 0.27.
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acute spinal transection (Hyngstrom et
al., 2008b). During the acute stage of spi-
nal injury, the aberrant sensory inputs
that clearly activate spinal MNs would
nonetheless fail to produce muscle forces
as MN excitability at this time is low. As
PICs and excitability returns, these inputs
could, in theory, bring MNs to firing
threshold and cause unwanted muscle
contractions. Our final set of experiments
here were designed to address the ques-
tion of whether this widening of receptive
fields at the single-cell level would alter
activation patterns of whole muscle pools
and gross muscle activity once overall MN
excitability starts to return in the weeks
after spinal injury.

To test whether the clear disruption of
receptive fields in single MNs impacts
motor system output, we measured EMG
activity of hindlimb muscles with actions at
the hip, knee, and ankle (see Materials and
Methods) and performed ankle, knee, and
hip rotations with the robot as in the intra-
cellular experiments. Figure 6 shows EMG
activity from four muscles of the hindlimb
to the individual joint rotations. Not only do
muscles with actions at the ankle joint (soleus and tibialis anterior)
show activity in response to ankle rotations, but so does the knee
extensor vastus lateralis as does semitendinosus a hip extensor/knee
flexor muscle. Similarly, knee and hip rotations not only produced
activity in muscles acting at the knee and hip joint, but these rota-
tions also activated ankle flexor and extensor muscles. All animals
(3/3; Fig. 7) in the EMG experiments exhibited strong activity
compared with intermovement intervals in multiple hindlimb
muscles in response to isolated joint rotations (mean � SD: percent-
age change EMG in soleus: ankle 590�306%, knee 490�120%, hip
495 � 97%; semitendinosus: ankle 570 � 240%, knee 400 � 173%,
hip 480 � 120%; tibialis anterior: ankle 495 � 145%, knee 515 �
250%, hip 580 � 80%; vastus lateralis: ankle 560 � 260%, knee
390�226%, hip 170�81%). This result is in marked contrast to the
intact cord state, where stretch of the triceps surae generates strong
EMG in these ankle extensors but not in hip or knee muscles (Frigon
et al., 2011). This demonstrates that, in the chronic stages of spinal
injury, individual joint rotations activate sensory pathways that span
multiple spinal segments and reveal wide sensory receptive fields in
many motor pools.

Discussion
Here we demonstrate that, 1 month after spinal transaction, MN
receptive fields remain wide and movements of joints not associ-
ated with the motor units function cause neuronal activation. We
also show, consistent with work in the rat (Murray et al., 2010;
Rank et al., 2011), that PICs undergo a dramatic recovery. This
previous work by Bennett et al., (2001b) however, relied on an in
vitro preparation, which does not provide a reference for normal
PIC amplitude in the intact cord state. Our in vivo preparation
provides this comparison and shows that, even within the rela-
tively short period of 30 d, PICs recover to be nearly as large as in
the intact state. These recovered PICs serve to amplify
movement-related synaptic inputs. Finally, the data presented
here suggest that the currents measured at the cellular level trans-
late to behaviors at the system output level, as evidenced by the

increase in muscle activation patterns in response to joint rota-
tions. These findings together offer a mechanistic explanation for
the spread of spastic behavior throughout the entire limb. As MN
PICs and excitability reemerge in the weeks after spinal injury,
movement-related signals, normally narrowly focused by in-
terneuronal circuitry, diffuse broadly to other MN pools result-
ing in unintended muscle contractions.

Altered sensory processing and SCI
Spasticity may manifest itself, not only by altering the response to
stretch in the homonymous muscle but also by the emergence of
unintended activation of other muscles. During the recovery pro-
cess in the month after complete spinal injury, polysynaptic reflex
patterns not present before injury become activated by muscle
stretch (Frigon et al., 2011). Windup, the progressive response
potentiation after repeated identical inputs (Mendell, 1966), has

Figure 4. Voltage-clamp recording of an ankle extensor MN during robotically imposed joint rotation in the depolarized and
hyperpolarized conditions. Robotically imposed movement protocols (see Materials and Methods) were performed at a potential
hyperpolarized to PIC onset (bottom) and at a potential where PICs are activated (top). There is an increase in 
PT amplitude in the
depolarized condition indicating the amplification of synaptic inputs by the partially restored PIC.

Figure 5. Average 
PT amplitudes for all ankle extensor MNs in response to joint and WL
movements in the depolarized and hyperpolarized conditions. For all movements, 
PT ampli-
tudes were greater in the depolarized condition (top), where synaptic inputs interact with
persistent inward currents, compared with the hyperpolarized condition (bottom).
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also been shown to be present in ankle torque production in
response to passive hip oscillations in humans (Onushko et al.,
2011). The mechanisms underlying the emergence of these unin-
tended responses are not fully understood, but the widened MN
receptive fields reported here provide a powerfully explanatory
potential mechanism.

Although gross locomotor function recovers in a few weeks
after thoracic spinal transection in cats (Barbeau and Ros-
signol, 1987) and locomotion improves with treadmill train-
ing, chronic disruptions in MN receptive fields due to improper
interneuronal sensory processing after the loss of descending neu-
romodulation may interfere with compensatory changes that

occur after other types of injuries, such as
peripheral neurectomies and incomplete
spinal injuries (Goldberger, 1977; Gold-
berger and Murray, 1980; Martinez et al.,
2011). Although various studies have con-
sidered the importance of neuromodula-
tion in general (Croul et al., 1998; Kim et al.,
1999; Nothias et al., 2005), they have fo-
cused on broad activation of the descending
monoaminergic systems and their influence
on movement parameters.

The pathophysiology of spinal injury in-
volves neurodegeneration that extends
proximal and distal to the initial insult (To-
hda and Kuboyama, 2011) and includes in-
flamation, edema, and apoptosis and
necrosis of the neural tissue (Mothe and Ta-
tor, 2012). This degenerative plasticity is fol-
lowed shortly by restorative plasticity that
includes axonal sprouting. There is consid-
erable evidence that, after contralateral pyr-
amidotomy, spared contralateral as well as
ipsilateral corticospinal tract axons show
strong outgrowth (Brus-Ramer et al., 2007).
More recently, it has also been shown that
segmental afferents from Ia muscle spindles
show strong sprouting in as little as 10 d af-
ter contralateral pyramidal tract lesion. This

sprouting may contribute to spastic-like behavior, as the authors
demonstrated that the rate-dependent reduction of the H-reflex was
substantially reduced (Tan et al., 2012). It cannot be ruled out that
the expanded receptive fields we report here are at least somewhat
attributable to segmental afferent outgrowth. In contusion and other
partial spinal injuries, including hemisection and staggered hemisec-
tions, plasticity is evident in axonal rerouting and axonal sprouting.
But in complete spinal transection, as we have surgically induced
here, sprouting and functional reconnection usually do not occur.
Inhibitory molecules from central fiber myelin sheaths and glial scar
formation resist axon growth and sprouting through the injury site
(Kapfhammer, 1997). The ankle extensor MNs we recorded from
are located several segments caudal to the transection site and are not
likely the recipients of regenerated axons or axonal sprouting. Even if
regeneration of descending cortical axons did occur, they would not
impact MN or interneuron behavior during our experiments in
these decerebrate animals. However, fostering the growth of de-
scending monoaminergic axons from the brainstem as a potential
source of neuromodulation for spinal circuits distal to the injury site
is a focus of our future research.

MN intrinsic characteristics can change in the weeks and
months after spinal injury (Cope et al., 1986), and this plasticity
cannot be ruled out as a contributor to the results seen here.
However, these important experiments were conducted on bar-
biturate–anesthetized animals, and the changes in intrinsic prop-
erties in anesthetized preparations have to now be interpreted in
a new context. It has become increasingly clear that both MNs
and interneurons are critically dependent on neuromodulation
for proper functioning. Further, the input conductance of our
MNs in the acute spinal state were not significantly different from
that in the intact state (mean 1.4 � 0.6 �S). Conductance of our
cells in the chronically injured state here (mean 1.7 � 0.7 �S) is
on average only slightly larger than the cells from this previous
study, suggesting that a significant conversion of MN properties
has not occurred, consistent with previous studies (Hochman

Figure 6. Representative example of EMG recordings in multiple hindlimb muscles during passive joint rotations 1 month after
spinal transection. Three flexion/extension cycles (1 Hz with 3 s between each triplet) were performed at the ankle, knee, and hip
joints. Rotations of the ankle evoked strong EMG responses in muscles acting at the knee and hip. Rotations of the knee and hip joint
also evoke strong responses in muscles that act at the ankle joint.

Figure 7. Percentage change in EMG activity of limb muscles during passive joint rotations 1
month after spinal transection. EMG activity expressed as a percentage of baseline EMG. Ankle
rotations produced large changes in EMG signals not only in muscles acting at the ankle joint
(soleus and tibialis anterior) but also in muscles acting at the knee (vastus lateralis) and hip
(semitendinosus). Rotations of the knee joint produced similarly large activations of muscles
acting at the ankle and hip, and rotations of the hip produced strong responses in muscles acting
at the ankle and knee.
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and McCrea, 1994). Moreover, conversion to fast-like motor
units is unlikely a primary factor in producing expanded recep-
tive fields, as the input conductance of our intact and acutely
spinalized samples in our previous studies was not significantly
different (Hyngstrom et al., 2008b). The absence of the correct
neuromodulatory balance alters interneuronal processing of sen-
sory inputs (Jordan and McCrea, 1976; Jankowska et al., 2000),
which then could lead to reception of inappropriate sensory sig-
nals at spinal MNs causing unintended force production.

Recovery of PICs after SCI
PICs radically change neuron behavior by amplifying synaptic
inputs and prolonging their effects (Lee and Heckman, 1996;
Bennett et al., 1998; Hultborn, 2001; Hultborn et al., 2003), and
PICs depend on and are controlled by monoaminergic inputs
from the brainstem (Lee and Heckman, 2000). PICs and MN
excitability as well as the plateau potentials and sustained activity
they induce are virtually abolished immediately after spinal tran-
section (Crone et al., 1988; Hyngstrom et al., 2008b; Frigon et al.,
2011). But PICs have been shown to be present in the weeks after
acute spinal transection resulting from constitutively active
5HT2 receptors in rat spinal MNs as well as in human patients
with chronic spinal injuries as measured by the reduced synaptic
drive needed to maintain self-sustained firing in the paired motor
unit analysis technique (Gorassini et al., 2004). However, there
have not as yet been any published examples chronicling the
recovery of MN intrinsic properties from the same species under
the same conditions. We show here, for the first time, a clear
comparison between PIC amplitude in the uninjured state
(Hyngstrom et al., 2008b) and at 1 month after spinalization in
the same species. It is apparent from our data that, in as little as 5
weeks after injury, PICs have recovered �85% of their intact state
amplitude as measured in previous experiments with identical
controls (Hyngstrom et al., 2007, 2008b; Johnson et al., 2012).

Our previous work has shown that PIC amplitude is strongly
modulated by muscle length change and therefore joint angle
(Hyngstrom et al., 2007). This makes assessments of neuron in-
trinsic properties highly state-dependent, depending heavily on
limb position. To avoid this issue, we kept the ankle angle in a
neutral position and compared the PIC amplitudes in our
chronic preparation with PICs in intact cord preparations with
the same joint angle.

Altered receptive fields and spasticity
The term “spasticity” has long been overused and its definition
seldom agreed upon. One of the most common definitions, a
velocity-dependent increase in tonic stretch reflexes, is imperfect
and not sufficiently inclusive. In the 1970s, Landau famously
pointed out the broad array of behaviors that are commonly
included under the umbrella of spasticity (Landau, 1974). For the
purpose of this paper, we use the term “spasms” to describe reflex
muscle activations not seen in the uninjured state.

In our previous experiments, the expanded receptive fields in
ankle MNs were evident by the fact that the 
PT synaptic cur-
rents for joint rotations that elicited only small currents in the
intact state became much larger after acute transection. These
synaptic currents were substantial (�2–9 nA) and sufficient to
depolarize all low and medium threshold (type S, FR) MNs to
reach recruitment in the intact state with monoamine-mediated
PICs (Powers et al., 2012). However, in the acute stage of spinal
injury, even though synaptic transmission from muscle spindle
afferents is potentiated (Nelson et al., 1979), MN excitability is
low, so the effects of expanded MN receptive fields do not man-

ifest as muscle activations; they are evident only by measuring
currents directly at the MN soma.

It is clear from the present study that the emergence of unin-
tended muscle activation after spinal injury involves changes in
the organization of sensory synaptic inputs at MNs as well as
changes in MN intrinsic properties. It is not to be ruled out that
other mechanisms, such as segmental sprouting, may contribute
to altered sensory inputs to the MNs as well as intrinsic changes in
motor unit properties. Although we did not record directly from
interneurons, changes in interneuronal pathways involved in the
initial reception of movement-related sensory inputs are likely
the source of this altered somatotopy. This combination of
altered sensory processing by interneuronal circuits and re-
emergent intrinsic MN excitability can spread spastic behavior
through the entire limb.

The inappropriately wide receptive fields of MNs after spinal
injury would likely seriously distort the effects of any surviving
motor commands. In incomplete spinal injury, where some de-
scending axons are spared, volitional commands would be in
competition with these aberrant sensory-evoked EPSPs.
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